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ABSTRACT 
Abhyankar defined the index of a monomial in a matrix of indeterminates X to be 
the maximal size of any minor of X whose principal diagonal divides the given 
monomial. Using this concept, he characterized a free basis for general type of 
determinantal ideals formed by the minors coming from a saturated subset of X. In 
this paper, to a monomial in X of index p we associate a combinatorial object called a 
superskeleton of latitude p, which can loosely be described as a ptuple of “almost 
nonintersecting paths” in a rectangular lattice of points. Using this map, we prove 
that the ideal generated by the p by p minors of a saturated set in X is hilbertian, i.e., 
the Hilbert polynomial of this ideal coincides with its Hilbert function for all 
nonnegative integers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The primality of the ideal generated by the p by p minors (here, 
determinants of the p by p submatrices) of an m by n matrix X of 
indeterminates has been proved by Eagon and Hochster [5], by DeConcini, 
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Eisenbud, and Procesi [3], and by Abhyankar [2]. The intimate connection of 
this result with the second fundamental theorem for vector invariants has 
been pointed out in [4] and [5]. 
The recent proofs heavily depend upon the free basis for the polynomial 
ring in X afforded by the standard monomials in minors of X or the standard 
Young bitableaux corresponding to them. Abhyankar [l] proves the freeness 
of this set by counting it by an explicit formula and then using the 
straightening formula to prove the generation part. Abhyankar’s counting 
formula gives the Hilbert polynomial of the ideal generated by the p by p 
minors of X, and he notes that the Hilbert polynomial of that ideal coincides 
with its Hilbert function for all nonnegative integers. He calls such ideals 
hilbertian ideals [l]. 
Through the study of singularities of the Schubert subvarieties of a flag 
manifold, Abhyankar came across a question of the primality of the ideal 
generated by the p by p minors of a “special” subset S of X. A subset S of X 
is said to be saturated if it has the property that if the principal diagonal of a 
minor of X is in S, then the whole minor lies in S. In 1984, he proved the 
primality of the ideal generated by the p by p minors of a saturated set S in 
the corresponding polynomial ring over a field [2], and asked whether the 
same ideal is hilbertian. We answer this question affirmatively in this paper. 
An affirmative answer for the case of the two by two minors of a ladder type 
array (a typical saturated set) of indeterminates was given by Kulkami in his 
thesis [6]. In [2], Abhyankar has proved the primality of much more general 
determinantal ideals. 
Abhyankar introduced the concept of the index of a monomial in X in [2] 
and used it to characterise a free basis for the quotient ring of a polynomial 
ring in a saturated subset of X modulo the general determinantal ideal. The 
index of a monomial in X can be described as the maximal size of a minor of 
X whose principal diagonal divides the given monomial. We prove here 
combinatorially the unique decomposition of any monomial of index p into 
the product of the monomials each of index at most one. In fact, to each 
monomial of index p, we associate a combinatorial object: a superskeleton of 
latitude p in a rectangular lattice of mn points. A superskeleton of latitude p 
can be loosely described as the p-tuple of “nonintersecting” paths [going 
from (1, n) to (m, l), moving either left or down at each point] in a 
rectangular lattice of size m by n. For example, with m = 3 and n = 3, 
X,,X,,X,,X,, is a monomial of index one and X,,X,,X,X, is a monomial 
of index two. The superskeletons associated with them respectively are given 
in Figures 1 and 2. 
It is easy to see that a superskeleton in a rectangular lattice is determined 
completely by the set of points where the paths have to go “down,” called its 
nodal set. Knowing the total number of points in the superskeleton and the 
number of points in its nodal set, one has the number of monomials of degree 
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V which reside on this superskeleton and which contain the nodal indetermi- 
nates. Using this, we get an expression for the number of monomials in a 
saturated set S of the degree V and of index at most p. It is easy to show that 
this expression is a polynomial with rational coefficients. 
If S is a saturated subset of X and if I,,, denotes the ideal generated by 
the p by p minors of S in the polynomial ring K[S] with coefficients in a 
field K, the crucial theorem in [2] states that the set of monomials in S of 
degree V and of index at most p gives a free basis for the degree V graded 
component of the quotient ring K[S]/Z,+ 1,s. The above mentioned theorem 
proves the hilbertianness of the ideal I,, s. In [6], Kulkami gives an expression 
for the Hilbert polynomial of I,,, where S is a ladder type array of 
indeterminates. The question of finding a “nice” formula for the Hilbert 
polynomial for I,,, for arbitrary p remains open. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We denote the set of all positive integers (the set of all nonnegative 
integers) by N* (by N), the set of all integers by Z, and the set of all rational 
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numbers by Q. For a, b E 2, we define the closed integral segment, denoted 
by [a, bl, as 
[a,b]= (xEZ:a<x<b}. 
For m E N* and n E N*, we define the closed integral rectangle, denoted by 
rec(m, n), as the set of all pairs (x, y) with x E [l, m] and y E [l, n]; and for 
r E [l, m] and s E [l, n], we define the cornered closed integral rectangle in 
rec( m, n ), denoted by corec( r, s; m, n ), as 
corec(r,s;m,n)= {(x,y)Erec(m,n):xE [r,ml andyE i~,nI>. 
We note that corec(l,l; m, n) = rec(m, n). For m E N* and n E N*, we 
define the wall of the closed integral rectangle rec(m, n), denoted by 
wal(m, n), as 
wal(m,n)= {(r,Y> Erec(m,n):x=m or Y=n}; 
and for r E [l, m] and s E [l, n], we define the wall of the cornered closed 
integral rectangle corec(r, s; m, n), denoted by wal(r, s; m, n), as 
wal(r, s; m, n) = {(x, y) Ecorec(r,s;m,n):x=m or y=n}. 
We note that for m, n E N*, r E [l, m], and s E [l, n], we have 
wal(r, s; m, n) = wal(m, n)ncorec(r, s; m, n>. 
For m E N*, n E N*, let P(m, n) be the set of all subsets of rec(m, n). 
For m E N*, n E N*, and S E P(m, n), we define the index of S, denoted by 
ind( S ), as 
ind(S)=max{k:thereexist(x,,Y,),(x,,y,),...,(x,,Y,)ESsuchthat 
x1 < x2 -c . . . <xkandyr<Ya..* <Yk); 
andwenotethatind(S)ENandind(S)=O - S=0. 
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For T E P( m, n ), a subset S of T is called a skeleton in T if ind( S) Q 1. 
We note that for T E P(m, n), if S is a skeleton in T, then for S*, T* E 
P(m, n) we have 
s*cs 3 S* is a skeleton in T 
and 
TcT* * S is a skeleton in T* . 
For T E P(m, n), a subset S of T is called an essential skeleton in T if for 
any two distinct (xi, yi) and (x2, ys) in S we have 
xr<xa and yi>y, or xl>x2 and Y~<YZ. 
We note that an essential skeleton in T is a skeleton in T. We note that for 
T E P(m, n), if S is an essential skeleton in T, then for S*,T* E P(m, n) we 
have 
s* c s * S* is an essential skeleton in T 
and 
T c T* 2 S is an essential skeleton in T * . 
For T E P(m, n), a skeleton S in T is called a maximal skeleton in T if for 
S* E P(m, n) we have S c S* and S* is a skeleton in T * S* = S. For 
S E P(m, n), S is called a submaximal skeleton in rec(m, n) if S is a maximal 
skeleton in corec( r, s; m, n) for some T E [l, m] and s E [l, n]. We say that 
(x, y) E rec(m, n) lies below a submaximal skeleton S in rec(m, n) if there 
exist (x’, y) E S with x’< x and (x, y’) E S with y’< y. For a submaximal 
skeleton S in rec(m, n), the interior of S is the set of all (x, y) E rec(m, n)\S 
such that (x, y) lies below S. For submaximal skeletons S and S* in 
rec(m, n), we say that S* lies below S if S* is a subset of the interior of S. 
For submaximal skeletons S and S* in rec(m, n), S* is called the successor of 
S if S* lies below S and 
max{xG [l,m]:( x,n)ES}+l=min{xE [l,m]:(x,n)ES*} 
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For S E P(m, n), we say that S is a superskeleton in rec(m, n) if S = 
U k E L1, hlSk, where h E N*, S, is a submaximal skeleton in rec(m, n) for 
k E [l, h], S, is a successor of Sk-i for k E [2, h], and S, is a maximal 
skeleton in rec(m, n); we say that h is the latitude of S and write it as 
lat(S) = h. A superskeleton T = U k E ,1, hlTk of latitude h is said to be a fitting 
superskeletonforaset SEP(m,n)if S~TandT~nSf0. 
For a set Y, we define a map @ : Y + N to be a protomonomial on Y, and 
the set of all protomonomials on Y is denoted by mon( Y ). For Cp : Y + N, we 
define the absolute value of 0, denoted by abs(@), as 
ah(Q)= c Q(Y); 
YEY 
the support of Q’, denoted by supt(Q,), as 
supt(@)= {YEY:Q(Y)fOI; 
and for Y E P(m, n), the index of a’, denoted by ind(@)), as 
ind( @) = ind(supt( a)). 
For S E rec(m, n), p E N, and V E N we put 
mon(S, p) = { 0 E mon(S):ind(@) <p} 
and 
mon[S,V] = {@E mon(S):abs(@) =V} 
and 
mon(S,p,V)=mon(S,p)nmon[S,V]. 
In the rest of this section, we have m E N*, n E N*, r E [l, m], and 
s E [l, n], and for each S E P(m, n) we define the (r, s) augmentation of S, 
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denoted by aug(S, r, s), as 
aug(S,r,s)=SU{(r,n),(m,s)}. 
For S E P(m, n), for i E [l, m], we define the ith row-projection set of S, 
denoted by pro[ S, l](i), as 
pro[S,l](i)= {YE [s,nl:(i,Y)ESI; 
for i E [l, n], we define the ith column-projection set of S, denoted by 
pro[S,ZI(i), as 
pro[S,2](i)= {xE [r,m]:(x,i)ES}; 
for i E 11, m], we define the ith row-projective set of S, denoted by pro( S, 1; i), 
as 
pro(S,l;i)= {(i,y> fzrec(m,n):yEpro[S,l](i)}; 
and for i E [l, n], we define the ith column-projective set of S, denoted by 
pro( S, 2; i), as 
pro(S,2;i)= {(x,i)Erec(m,n):xE:pro[S,2](i)}. 
For S E P(m, n), we define the row-minimum function of S for 
corec(r, s; m, n), denoted by rom[S, r, s]:[r, m] + [s, n], where for i E 
[r, ml, 
rom[S,r, s](i) = min U pro(aug(Sncorec(r,s;m,n),r,s),l](k), 
k G [l,i] 
and we define the column-minimum function of S for corec( r, s, m, n ), 
denoted by com[S, r, s] : [s, n] -+ [r, m], where for i E [s, n], 
com[S,r,s](i)=min U pro[aug(S ncorec(r, s; m, n),r, s),2](k). 
k E [l,i] 
For S E P(m, n), we define the row-minimal set of S for corec(r, s; m, n), 
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denoted by rom(S, r, s), as 
rom(S, r, s) = { ( x,rom[S, r, s](r)) Ecorec(r,s;m,n):xE [r,m]}; 
we define the column-minimal set of S for corec(r, s; m, n), denoted by 
com(S, r, s), as 
com(S, r, s) = { ( com[S, r, s](Y), Y> Ecorec(r,s;m,n):yE [s,n]}; 
and we define the node-minimal set of S for corec(r, s; m, n), denoted by 
nom( S, r, s), as 
nom(S, r, s) = [ rom(S,r,s)ncom(S,r,s)]\wal(r,s;m,n). 
For S E P(m, n), we define the skeleton-minimal set, denoted by som(S, r, s), 
as 
som(S,r,s)= U {(x,Y)Ecorec(r,s;m,n): 
r~[r,ml 
YE [rom[S,r,s](x>,rom[s,r,s](x-l>l}, 
taking rom[S, r, s](r - 1) = n. For a superskeleton S = Ukc ,I,hISk in 
corec(r, s; m, n), we define the nodal set of S, denoted by nod(S, T, s), as 
nod(S, r, s) = U nom(S,, r, s). 
k E [l, II] 
Let m E N*, n E N*, r E [I, m], s E [l, n], and put 
skel(r, s; m, n) = the set of all skeletons in corec(r, s; m, n), 
eskel( r, s; m, n ) = the set of all essential skeletons in corec( r , s; m , n ) , 
suskel( r, s; m , n) = the set of all superskeletons in corec( T, s; m , n ), 
skel(m, n) = skel(l,l; m, n), eskel(m, n) 21 eskel(l,l; m, n), 
and 
suskel(m,n) =suskel(l,l;m,n). 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, let m E N*, n E N*, r E [l, m], s E [l, n], and put 
P(r,s;m,n)= {SEP( m,n):SCcorec(r,s;m,n)}. 
LEMMA 1. For S E P(m, n), we haue: 
(1.1) rom[S, r, s] is nonincreasing. 
(1.2) com[ S, r, s] is nonincreasing. 
(1.3) rom(S, r, s) E skel(r, s; m, n). 
(1.4) com(S, r, s) E skel(r, s; m, n). 
Proof. (l.l), (1.2) follow from the definitions of row-minimum and 
column-minimum functions, and (1.3), (1.4) follow immediately by the defini- 
tions of row-minimal and column-minimal sets. n 
THEOREM 2. For S E P(m, n), we have: 
(2.1) nom(S, T, s) E eskel(r, s; m, n). 
(2.2) nom(S, r, s) C S. 
(2.3) For x E [r, m - 11, 
(x,rom[S, r, s](xjj E nom(S, r, s) 
e rom[S,r, s](r) <n f orx=r 
or rom[S,r,s](x)<rom[S,r,s](r-1) fm XE [r+l,m-13. 
(2.4) For y E [s, n - 11, 
(com[S,r, s](y), y) E nom(S,r, s) 
e com[S, r, s](s) < m f3r y=s 
or com[S,r, s](y) <com[S,r,s](y-1) for YE [s+l,n-11. 
(2.5) For S E eskel(r, s; m, n), we have nom(S, r, s) = S\wal(r, s; m, n). 
Proof. (2.1): We have, by the definition, nom(S, r, s) c rom(S, r, s); we 
have that nom(S, r, s) E skel(r, s; m, n); and noting the fact that for (xi, yi) 
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and (x,, yz) in nom(S, r, s) with x1 = x2, 
rom[S,r,s](x1)=rom[S,r,S](X2) and yI=y2, 
we have nom( S, r, s) E eskel( r, s; m, n). 
(2.3), (2.4): Let (x, rom[ S, r, s](x)) E nom(S, r, s) and (com[S, r, S](Y ), Y) 
E nom(S, r, s). Let 
x,=min{uE [r,x]:rom[S,r,s](u)=rom[S,r,s](x)} 
and 
y,=min{uE [s,y]:com[S,r,s](u)=com[S,r,sl(y)). 
For x0 = r = x, knowing that nom(S, r, s)nwal(r, s; m, n) =Izr , we have 
rom[S, r, S](T) < n, and for y, = s = y, we have com[S, r, s](y) < m. 
For x E [r + 1, m - 11, if x0 < x, by the definition of row-minimum and 
column-minimum functions, and noting that (x,,rom[S, r, s](x)) E S, we 
have 
com[S,r, .s](rom[S,r, s](x)) < x, 
which is contrary to our assumption. 
For y E [s + 1, n - I], if y, < y, by the definition of column-minimum 
and row-minimum functions, and noting that (com[S, r, s](y), yO) E S, we 
have 
rom[S, r, s](com[S, r, s](y)) < y, 
which is contrary to our assumption. Thus x0 = x and yO = y, and by the 
definition of x,, and yO, 
rom[S, r, s](x) =y < rom[S,r, s](X - 1) for XE [r+l,m-1] 
or y<n for x = r 
and 
com[S, r, s](y) = x<com[S,r,s](y-1) for yE [s+l,n-l] 
or x<m for y=s. 
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If we have (x,rom[S, r, S](T)) such that 
for x=r, rom[S,r, s](x) < n 
and 
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for xE [r+l,m-11, rom[S,r,s](x)<rom[S,r,s 
then we have com[S, r, s] (rom[S, r, s](x)) = xO = x, and 
(com[ S, r, s](y), y) such that 
for y=s, com[S, r, s](y) < m 
and 
lb - l>Y 
if we have 
for yE [s+l,n-11, com[S,r,sl(y) < com[S, r, S](Y - I), 
then we have rom[S, r, s] (com[ S, r, s]( y )) = yO = y; and thus by recalling the 
definition of nom, we have 
(r,rom[S, r, s](x)) E nom(S, r, s) 
and 
(com[S,r,s](y),y) Enom(S,r,s). 
(2.2) is proved in the first part of the proof of (2.3) and (2.4). 
(2.5): From (2.2), we know that nom(S, r, s) C S\wal(r, s; m, n). Let 
(x, y) E S \wal( r, s; m, n); we note, by the definition of an essential skeleton, 
that rom[S, r, s](x) = y and com[S, r, s](y) = x. By the definition of nom, it 
is clear that (x, y) E nom(S, r, s), and (2.5) follows. n 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a skeleton in corec(r, s; m, n). For i E Z, put 
Di= {(x,y)Erec(m,n):y-x=i}. 
Then we have 
(3.1) card(Di n T) < 1 for i E Z. 
(3.2) card(T) = card({ i E Z : Di CI T f 0 }). 
(3.3) T is a murimul skeleton in corec(r, s; m, n) 
0 DinT#OjoriE[s-m,n-rr] 
= card(T)=m+n-r-s+l. 
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Proof. We first show that for all i E [s - m, n - r], 
card(Di n T) = 
0 if DinT=O, 
1 if QnT#0. 
If for some i, card(Di n T) > 1 then there exist (xi, yr) and (x,, ys) in Di n T 
with yi - xi = i = y, - x2. Since T is a skeleton, this is possible only if 
yr = y, and ri = x2, which contradicts our assumption, and (3.1) follows. 
Noting that 
T= u Din T, 
iE[SV-m,n-r] 
(3.2) follows. 
Let T be a maximal skeleton in corec( r, s; m, n). Consider 
U= {iE [s-m,n-r]:D,nT=0}. 
If U+0, let maxU=i* and j*=min{kE[s-m,n-r]:[k,i*]cU}. If 
i* < n - r, taking (xi, yr) and (x,, ys) in T such that yi - xi = i* + 1 and 
ys - x2 = j* - 1, we form T* = T U {(x*, y*)} by putting 
(x*, Y*) = 
i 
(x,,y,+l) if x1=x2, 
(ri+l,y,) if xi>r2, 
and it is clear that T* is a skeleton, which contradicts the maximality of T. If 
i* = n - r, then taking T* = T U {(r, n)} and noting that T* is a skeleton in 
corec(r, s; m, n), we get a contradiction. 
(3.3) follows by noting that card(T) < m + n - r - s + 1 for all T E 
skel(r, s; m, n). n 
THEOREM 4. Fur S, T E P(m, n), we have 
(1) nom(S, r, S) = nom(T, r, s) w 
(2) rom( S, r, s) = rom( T, r, s) CJ 
(3) com(S, r, s) = com(T, r, s) * 
(4) som( S, r. s) = som(T, r, s). 
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Proof. (1) =j (2): Suppose nom(S, r, s) = nom(T, r, s). Consider 
U= {iE [r,m]:rom[S,r,s](i)#rom[T,r,s](i)]. 
Suppose U # 0 ; let i, = min U. Let rom[S, r, s]( iO) < rom[T, r, s]( in). 
Suppose i, = r. By the definition of rom, rom[S, r, s](r) < n, and by (2.3), 
we have (r,rom[S,r, s](r)) E nom(S,r, s). By the hypothesis and (2.2), 
(r, rom[ S, r, s]( r )) E T, which contradicts the definition of rom[ T, r, s](r); so 
u=0. 
Suppose i, E [r + 1, m]. We have 
rom[s, r, l(io) <rom[T,r,s](ia) 
,<rom[T,r,s](i,-1) [by(l.l)] 
= rom[S, r, s]( i, - 1) [by definition of i,]. 
By (2.3), we have (ie,rom[S, r, s]( i,,)) E nom(S, r, s), and by the hypothesis 
and (2.2), (i,,rom[S, r, s](i,)) E T, which contradicts the definition of 
rom[T, r, s]( ie); so U = 0. 
Thus rom[S, r, s](i) = rom[T, r, s](i) for i E [r, m), and so 
rom(S, r, s) = rom(T, 7, s). 
(1) 3 (3): Suppose nom( S, r, s) = nom( T, r, s). Consider 
U= {iE[s,n]:com[S,r,s](i)=kcom[T,r,s](i)}. 
Suppose U # 0 ; let i, = min U. Let com[ S, r, s]( iO) < com[T, r, S]( ia). 
Suppose i, = s. By the definition of corn, and by the hypothesis and (2.2), 
(com[ S, r, s](s), s) E T, which contradicts the definition of com[ T, T, s](s); so 
u=0. 
Suppose i, E [s + 1, n]. We have 
com[S, r, s](i,) -c com[T,r, s](i,) 
<com[T,r,s](i,-I) [by O-2)1 
= com[S, r, s](iO - 1) [by definition of i,]. 
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By (2.4), we have (com[S, r, s](i,), ia) E nom(S, r, s), and by the hypothesis 
and (2.2), 
(com[S,r,s](+,),i,) ET, 
which contradicts the definition of com[ T, r, s]( iO); so U = 0. 
Thus com[S, r, s](i) = com[T, T, s](i) for i E [s, n], and so 
com(S, r, s) = com(T, r, s). 
(2) * (1): If rom(S, r, s) = rom( T, r, s), noting the characteristic property 
in (2.3), we have 
nom(S,r,s)= {(x,y)Erom(S,r,s): 
y < rom[S, r, s](x - 1) for x E [r + 1, m - l] 
or y < n for x = r ) 
= {(x,y)~rom(T,r,s): 
y < rom[T, r, s](x - 1) for x E [T + 1, m - l] 
or y < fr for x = r } 
= nom(T, T, s). 
(3) a (1): If com( S, r, s) = com( T, r, s), noting the characteristic property 
in (2.3), we have 
nom(S,r,s)= {(X,y)Ecom(S,r,s): 
x<com[S,r,s](y-l)for yE [s+l,n-1] 
or x < m for y = s } 
= {(x, y) E com(T, r, s): 
x < com[T, r, s](y - 1) for y E [s + 1, n - 1] 
or x < m for y = s } 
=nom(T,r,s). 
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(1) =+ (4) is clear by the definition of som(S, r, s). 
(4) j (1): If rom(S, r, s) + rom(T, 7, s), let 
U= {iE [r,m]:rom[S,r,s](i)#rom[T,r,s](i)}. 
If U f 0, let minU = i*. We note that if rom[S, r, s](i*) < rom[T, r, s](i*), 
then (i*,rom[S, r, s](i*)) E som(S, r, s)\som(T, r, s), which contradicts the 
hypothesis; so U = 0 and rom( S, r, s) = rom( T, r, s). n 
THEOREM 5. For S E P(m, n), we have: 
(5.1) som(S, T, s) is a maximal skeleton in corec(r, s; m, n). 
(5.2) rom(som(S, r, s), r, s) = rom(S, r, s). 
(5.3) com(som(S, r, s), r, s) = com(S, r, s). 
(5.4) nom(som(S, r, s), r, s) = nom(S, r, s). 
(5.5) som(som(S, r, s), r, s) = som(S, r, s). 
(5.6) S E skel(r, s; m, n) 0 S c som(S, r, s). 
Proof. (5.1): Noting that card(som(S, r, s)) = m + n - r - s f 1, we have 
to prove that som(S, r, s) is a skeleton. 
Let (xl, yl),(x,, yz) E som(S, r, s) and xl < x2. By the definition of som, 
we have 
y, E [rom[S, r, sl(q),rom[S, r, sl(x, - l>l 
and 
yz E [mn[S, 7, sl(x2),rom[s, r, sl(x2- 111, 
and by (l.l), we have y, > y, by letting rom[S, r, s](r - 1) = n if needed. If 
x1 = x2, we have yl, yz E [rom[S, r, s](xl),rom[S, r, s](xl - l)], and it is clear 
that either y1 < y, or y, =G yl. By (3.3), som(S, r, s) is a maximal skeleton. 
(5.2) follows by noting that for all r E [r, m], 
pro[som(S,r,s),l](n:)= [rom[S,r,s](x),rom[S,r,s](x-1)] 
and from the definition of rom. 
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(5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) follow by Theorem 4. 
(5.6): A part of the proof follows from noting that a subset of a skeleton is 
a skeleton and (5.1). The other part follows from proving that for all 
x E [r, ml, 
pro[Sflcorec(r,s;m,n),l](X)C [rom[S,r,s](x),rom[S,r,s](x-l)], 
by putting rom[S, r, s](r - 1) = n. Let 
U= {xE [r,m]:pro[Sncorec(r,s;m,n),l](r) 
C [rom[S,r,s](x),rom[S,r,s](x-l)]}, 
and if U # 0, let min U = x*. By the definition of x*, there exists y > 
rom[S, T, s](r* - 1) with (x*, y) E S ncorec(r, s; m, n). Letting 
r’=min{rE [r,x*-l]:rom[S,r,s](x)=rom[S,r,a](r*-l)}, 
we get (x’,rom[S, r, s](r* - 1)) E S ncorec(r, s; m, n), and x’< X* gives a 
contradiction to the fact that S is a skeleton. U being empty, (5.6) follows. 1 
COROLLARY 6. For SE P(r,s;m,n), 
som(nom(S, r, s), r, s), r, s) = som(S, 7, s). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4 by noting from (2.5) that 
nom(nom(S,r, s),r, s) = nom(S,r, s). 
COROLLAFtY7. If S and Tare maximal skeletons in corec(r, s; m, n), we 
have 
nom(S,r,s)=nom(T,r,s) * S=T. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4 and (5.6) and (5.5) by noting that 
som(S, r, s) = S and som(T, r, s) = T. n 
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COROLLARY 8. For S E P(m, n), we have 
som(S,r,s)= U {(x,y)Erec(m,n): 
YE [s.nl 
taking com[ S, r, s]( s - 1) = m. 
Proof If we denote the right hand side by T, we note that 
com(som(S, r, s), r, s) = com(T,r, s), 
and by Theorem 4, 
nom(som(S,r,s),r, s) = nom(T,r, s). 
Repeating almost the same argument as in (5.1), we can prove that T is a 
maximal skeleton. With this, from the Corollary 7 it follows that som(S, r, s) 
= T. n 
THEOREM 9. ZfSEP(m,n), and if 
r’=maxpro[som(S,r,s),2](n)+l, 
then som( S \som( S, r, s), r’, 8’) is a successor of som(S, r, s). 
Proof. By (5.1), if r’ < m or s’ < n, it is clear that som(S \ 
som(S, r, s), r’, s’) is a maximal skeleton in corec(r’, s’; m, n). We now have 
to prove that som(S\som(S, r, s), T’, s’) lies in the interior of som(S, r, s). 
CZuim: For x E [r’, m], rom[S, r, s](x - 1) < rom[S\som(S, r, s), r’, s’](r). 
Proof of the claim: Let 
U= {xG [r’,m]:rom[S,r,s](~-1)~rom[S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’](x)}. 
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If U#0, let minU= i*. We have 
rom[S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’](i*) 
< rom[S, r, s](i* - 1) 
< rom[S, r, s](i* - 2) 
[by the definition of i *] 
[by @I)] 
<rom[S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’](i*-1) [bythedefinitionof i*]. 
By (2.3), we have 
(i*,rom[S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’](i*))Enom(S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’) 
and by (2.2), we have 
(i*,rom[S\som(S, r, s), r’, s’](i*)) E S\som(S, r, s), 
but by the definition of i* and som, we have 
(i*,rom[S\som(S,r,s),r’, s’](i*)) Esom(S,r,s) 
which is absurd. Thus U =0 and the claim is proved. 
In exactly similar way we can prove the 
Claim: For YE [s’,n], com[S,r,s](y - 1) < com[S \som(S,r,s), 
r’, 4(Y). 
Foreach(r,y)Esom(S\som(S,r, s),r’,s’),thereexist(r,rom[S,r, s](xj) 
and (combs, r, s](y), Y) in som(S, r, s) with rom[S, r, s](x) < y and 
com[S, r, s](y) < x by the claims and (5.2) and (5.3). The claims also make it 
clear that 
som(S\som(S,r,s),r’,s’)nsom(S,r,s)=0. 
If r’= m or .s’= n, then som(S\som(S, r, s), r’, s’) = wal(r’, s’; m, n) and 
the proof is cIear. n 
THEOREM 10. To any S E P(m, n), we associate a fitting superskeleton 
su.sk(S, r, s) in corec( r, s; m, n) such that 
nod(susk(S, r, s), r, s) c [S ncorec(r, s; m, n)] 
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susk(S,r,s)= U S,, 
k~[l,hl 
where we put 
rl=r, sl=s and S,=som(S,r,s) 
and, if Sk is known and S\(vk?, [l,k+k’) #0, We put 
and 
‘\(k$h]‘*.) =’ 
Zf T is a fitting super&&ton associated with S in corec(r, s; m, n) with 
nod(T, r, s) = nod(susk(S, r, s), r, s), then T = su.sk(S, r, s). 
Proof. We prove the result by the decreasing induction on r. If r = m, 
for any s E [l, n], we have corec(m, s; m, n) = {(m, y) E rec(m, n): y E 
[s, n]}, S, = wal(m, s; m, n) = susk(S, m, s), S, E suskel(m, s; m, n), 
nod(S,,m, s)=~c S, and [Sncorec(m, s; m,n)]\$=0. 
We assume the result for r > r* and for all s, and we prove it for r = r *. 
Let S* = som(S, r*, s) for some s. By (5.1), we know that som(S, r*, s) is a 
maximal skeleton in corec(r*, s;, m, n), and by (2.2), we know that 
nom(S, r*, s) c S. Knowing that com[S, r*, s](n) = r and rom[S, r*, s](m) = 
s, we have 
maxpro[som(S,r*,s),2](n)+l=ra>r* 
and 
maxpro[som(S,r*,s),l](m)+1=ss>s 
with rs > r*. 
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By the induction hypothesis, for T = S\som(S, r*, s) there exists a fitting 
super-skeleton in corec( r2, s2; m, n) associated with T such that 
nod(susk(T,r2, sa), r,, s2) C [T ncorec(l;, ~2; m, n>l 
and 
where we put 
r* = 
1 rz9 $1 *=s 2, and Tr = som(T, rs, s,) 
and if Tk is known and T\(Uk, E [r, kITk,) f 0, we put 
r* k+I= maxpro[som(Tk,rk*,sk*),2](~)+1, 
S+ k+l= m,P,[sOm(Tk,rk*,s,*),l](m)+l, 
Tk+i=s)mi ~\ik,~,klTk,),,,,,,,), 
and 
T U 
k’c[l,h*] 
Claim: By taking T, = som(S, r*, s) and letting S* = Uk E lo, hslTk, we have 
that S* E suskel( r*, s; m, n) with 
U nom(T,, rk*, s$) C [S ncorec(r*, s; m, n)] C S*. 
k E [O, h’] 
Proof of the claim: By putting rO* = r* and s$ = s, we have that Tk is a 
maximal skeleton in corec(rk*, sf; m, n). We note that by the definitions of 
rk* and s,*, Tk is a successor of Tk_r for k E [l, h*] by Theorem 10, and the 
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definition of som( T, r*, s) implies that S* is a fitting superskeleton associated 
with S in corec(r*, s; m, n). Noting that 
nod(S*, r*, s) = U nom(T,,rk”, Sk*) = U nom(Tk, r*, s), 
k E [0, h*] k E [0, h*] 
we have the result 
nod(S*,r*,s)c [Sncorec(r*,s;m,n)] cS*. 
The second part is clear from the definition of susk(S, r, s), the unique- 
ness of rk, Sk, and Tk, and Theorem 7. W 
THEOREM 11. For SE P(m,n), if!3 ncorec(r, s;,m,n)#0, we haue 
lat(susk(S,r, s)) = ind(S ncorec(r, s; m,n)). 
Proqf. Let susk(S, r, s) = T, S ncorec(r, s; m, n) = S’, lat(susk(S, r, s)) 
= h, and 
[L, hl, Tk 
ind(SncoA(r,s;,m,n))=p. Let T=U,;L,,hlTk, wherefor kg 
is a maximal skeleton in rec(rk, sk; tn, n), and for k E [2, h], Tk is a 
successor of Tk_l and T, = som(S, r, s); and for k E [2, h], 
Tk = som S 
i \( 
u 
k’s[l,k-11 
and 
s\($J,Tkj =’ 
wherefor rl=r and sr=s andfor kE[2,h], 
rk=maxpro[Tk_,,2](n)+1 and sk=maxpro[Tk_r,l](m)+l 
and U k E (1, h]nom(Tk~ rky sk) c ‘. 
By the definition of the index of S, there exist 
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such that 
and 
Y, < y, < * . . -e Yp-I < Y,- 
For i E [l, p], we associate Ti’ E {T,, T,, . . . , Th} to (xi, yi) such that (xi, yi> 
E Ti’; and we note that for i, j E [l, p], for i Z j, we have T,’ + Tj’, as T,l is a 
skeleton for k E [l, h]. Thus 
{ T;,T,‘,..., T;} c {T,,T,,...,T,,} 
and by the cardinality argument, we have 
p<h. (*I 
If h = 1, we have p = 1 = h, since p > 1. If h > 1, we take (x,, yh) in 
S’ n T,, since S’ n T,, # 0, since T is a fitting skeleton associated with S, and 
for k E [l, h - 11, k nowing (xk, yk) E nom(Tk, rk, Sk), we take for k E [2, h] 
Yk-I= rom[Tk_,, rk-l’ sk-l ](xk-1) and 
rk-l= Com[Tk-1, r,-,, sk-1 bk-1). 
Since T,, is a successor of Th_ 1, by Theorem 9 we have 
(~~_~,y~_~)~nom(Th-~~~h-l~~h-~ ) and (xh,yh) ES’nT,, 
and Y,_,<Y, and rh_r<r,,; and since for k E [2, h - 11, Tk is a successor 
of Tk-1, we have by Theorem 9 
(Xk,yk)EnOm(Tk,Tk,Sk) and Yk-l<Yk and xkplcxk. 
By (2.2), nOm(T,, r,, Sk) c s \(Uk,= rl,k_ qTk,) c s, SO there eXis 
(Xi, Y,)V(X,, YZ)> ** * 3 (xh, y,,) E s such that 
xr < x2 < . . . < Xh_, < Xh 
and 
!fl’YZ< **. <Y,-,<Y,. 
Thus ind( S n corec( r, s; m, n)) = p 2 h. (* *) 
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By(*)and(**),wehave p=h,i.e. 
ind(Sncorec(r,s;m,n))=lat(susk(S,r,s)). n 
4. HILBERTIANNESS OF THE DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
Let S E P(m, n). We say that S is a saturated subset of rec(m, n) if for 
(ai, b,),(oa, ba),...,(a,, hk) in S 
{(x,y)Erec(m,n):xE {ai,a,,.-.,a,>, YE (h,,b2~...~b~]J cs. 
Let K be a field, and let X denote a map from rec(m, n) into an over-ring of 
K such that X(i, j) are indeterminates over K for all (i, j). Let K[S] denote 
the polynomial ring in indeterrninates X(i, j) for (i, j) E S with coefficients 
in K, and let I,,s denote the ideal generated by the p by p minors in S in 
the polynomial ring K[S]. The quotient ring K[S]/I,, s has a graded 
structure given by 
K tw,,s = @ (WI/$& 
VEN 
and the Hilbert function h( I,, s) : N --) N is defined as 
~[~p.~]W = ~wdKPl/~,,s)v~ 
By the theorem of Hilbert, there exists the Hilbert polynomial of I,,,, written 
as H[Z,,s](t), with coefficients in Q, and t is an indeterminate over Q. 
In order to finish the proof, we have to introduce some temporary 
notations: for K E N*, L E N, p E N, and S E P(m, n), we put 
suskel(m,n;S)= {TEsuskel(m,n):nod(T,l,l)~S}, 
suskel(m,n,L)= {TEsuskel(m,n):card(nod(T,l,l))=L}, 
suskel[m,n,p] = {TEsuskel(m,n):lat(T)fp}, 
suskel(m,n;S,K)= {TEsuskel(m,n;S):card(TnS)=K}, 
suskel(m,n,L;S,p,K)=suskel(m,n;S,K)nsuskel(m,n,L) 
nsuskel[m, n, p]. 
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We have to introduce the modified binomial coefficient, discussed at length 
in [2], denoted here as C*(a, b) for a, b E Z, as 
C*(u, b) = 
(a+l>(a+2>-(a+b) if b>O 
b! 
/ , 
0 if b<O. 
We recall an important property of this C*(u, b) from [2]: 
if u+b>,O then C*(u,b)=C*(b,u). 
We further note that if we regard V as an indeterminate over Q, 
C”(VJ) EQ[Vl 
where U E Z. 
THEOREM 13. For S E P(m, n), p E N*, and V E N, Mon(S, p,V) is a 
polynomial in V with coefficients in Q if V is regarded us an indeterminate 
over 0. 
Proof. We define a map 4 : mon(S, p, V) -+ suskel( m, n) given by 
I/J(@) =susk(supt(Q,),l,l). 
By the definition of index of a Q E mon(S, p, V), if supt(@) # 0, we have 
ind( @) = ind(supt( @)) 
= lat(susk(supt(@),l, 1)) [by Theorem 121, 
and if supt(@) = 0 then susk(supt(@), 1,l) = wal(m, n). We note that IF/ 
maps mon(S, p, V) onto suskel(m, n; S)nsuskel[m, n, p], and we have 
mon(S,p,V)= LI I_I LI V’(T) nmon(S, p, V) 
LENKEN* T~suskel(m,n,L;S,p,k) 
(*I 
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We know that for K E N* and L E N and for a given T E suskel(m, n, 
L; S, p, K), we have 
card($-‘(T)nmon(S,p,V))=C*(K-l,V-L), 
where the right hand side gives the number of monomials of degree V in K 
indeterminates with the condition that L indeterminates have to appear in 
the monomials with positive exponents. 
We have from ( * ) 
Mon(S,p,V) = c c card(suskel(m, n, L; S, p, K)) 
LENKEN* 
C*(K-l,V-L), 
where for L E N and K E N*, it is easy to see that 
card(suskel(m, n, L; S, p, K)) <cm, 
and we may note that for each L E N 
card({KEN*:card(suskel(m,n,L;S,p,K))#O})<ca 
and 
card({LEN: 
card({KEN*:card(suskel(m,n,L;S,p,K))#O})<co})<cc 
and so the summations are essentially finite. Further we note that for 
KEN*, LEN,andVEN,wehave K-L-l+V>Oand 
C*(K - l,V- L) =C*(V- L, K - l), 
and thus we have 
Mon(S,p,V) = c c card(suskel(m, n, L; S, p, K)) 
LENKEN' 
C*(V- L, K - 1). 
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We note that the summations are again essentially finite and C*(V - L, 
K - 1) E Q[ V] when V is regarded as an indeterminate over Q. It follows 
that 
Mon(S,p,V)EQ[V]. n 
In [2], Abhyankar proved the 
THEOREM. For a saturated subset S of rec(m, n), mon(S, p, V) is a flee 
basis of (K[S]/Z,+,,,), for each p EN and V EN. 
We prove the following 
MAIN THEOREM. For a saturated subset S of rec(m, n) and p E N*, 
Z p+ 1 s is a hilbertiun ideal. 
Proof. By the Theorem in [2], we have for each V E N 
h[Z,+,,s](V) = Mods, P,V). (*> 
By the theorem of Hilbert there exists a polynomial H [I,, l,s](t) E Q[t] 
with U E N such that for all V >, U, 
h[z,+Ls]w) = H[Z,+,,s](V). (**) 
By (*) and (* *), we have for V>U 
H[z,+~s](v) =Mon(S,p,V); 
by the property of polynomials of one indeterminate over a field, we have for 
~UVEN 
By Theorem 13, we have, by regarding V as an indeterminate over Q, 
f+,+,,,](V) ~Q[vl. 
Thus by the definition of the hilbertianness, I, + i, s is a hilbertian ideal. n 
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